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	Build highly effective Shopify apps using the powerful Ruby on Rails framework with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Publish apps in the Shopify App Store and work on Twitter Bootstrap
	
		Get a jump-off point for additional programming and enhancements using the Ruby on Rails code
	
		Build both a public and a private app with this step-by-step tutorial



	In Detail


	Shopify is an e-commerce website platform that allows merchants to create and run their own online store. The Shopify App Store is a collection of apps that extend the capabilities of online stores and is a perfect place to earn recurring revenue.

	

	Shopify Application Development will teach you to build Shopify apps using Ruby on Rails, deploy them to Heroku, and publish them in the Shopify App Store. Additionally, you will learn how to receive recurring revenue via the Shopify Billing API.

	

	This is an easy-to-follow manual that will guide you through the entire process of application development with Shopify. This book focuses on building and launching a single application using best practices such as Test-Driven Development (TDD), agile methodologies, and iterative development from start to finish.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Create your own multitenant app using Ruby on Rails and deploy it to Heroku
	
		Use RSpec and FactoryGirl for TDD
	
		Ensure functional and targeted code using iterative development
	
		Implement responsive design using Twitter Bootstrap
	
		Request and process Shopify API access requests
	
		Subscribe, verify, and respond to Shopify Webhooks
	
		Publish your app to the Shopify App Store



	Approach


	This is an easy-to follow manual that will guide you through the entire process of application development with Shopify, beginning with the installation and configuration of your local development environment for your app to the deployment of the app to Heroku.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a web developer or a designer who wants to extend Shopify stores by building apps, then this book is for you. A basic understanding of programming concepts and some familiarity with Shopify is all that is required to get started with Shopify app development.
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Crash Course (US): Metabolism and Nutrition: With STUDENT CONSULT Online AccessSaunders, 2005
Don't panic! "Crash Course" is herethat perfect set of lecture notes which no student ever really has the time to compile. These books deliver all of the information needed to get through a course or prepare for exams. Clear text covers the essential concepts of each discipline or specialty; learning features expedite mastery of the...
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Petascale Computing: Algorithms and Applications (Chapman & Hall/Crc Computational Science Series)CRC Press, 2007
Although the highly anticipated petascale computers of the near future will perform at an order of magnitude faster than today’s quickest supercomputer, the scaling up of algorithms and applications for this class of computers remains a tough challenge. From scalable algorithm design for massive concurrency toperformance analyses and...
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Pro SpringApress, 2005
Recently, the Java world has witnessed a dramatic shift away  from so-called "heavyweight" architectures such as Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB)  toward lighter weight frameworks such as Spring. Complex and container-dependent  services, such as ORM, and transaction management systems have been replaced  with simpler...
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Getting Started with CreateJSPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design and develop astounding animated web applications using CreateJS


	Overview

	
		Enables you to design top-notch web applications with one of the best frameworks based on JavaScript
	
		Illustrates the use of EaselJS API to customize and enhance performance of complex applications
	...
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Up Your Business!: 7 Steps to Fix, Build, or Stretch Your OrganizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Praise for the first edition of Up Your Business!

	

	"Dave Anderson has hit another home run! Up Your Business! is an invaluable, highly readable guide that should be on the desk--and in the mind--of anyone demanding top-level performance from themselves and others."

	--James Strock, author, Reagan on Leadership...
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Strategic Patent Planning For Software CompaniesAlthos Publishing, 2004
This report discusses the current status of international patent protection with regard to computer-implemented inventions, explains why relying on copyright is inadequate, and discusses how software patents promote innovation.

Strategic Patent Planning for Software Companies looks at the current patent and licensing strategies...
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